Abstract: A flexible and fast synthesis method for designing asymmetric interleavers with flat-top, low dispersion, adjustable isolation, and bandwidths at both outputs is proposed. Interleavers are designed on birefringent technology allowing linear-phase designs. Z -transform properties and digital filter design techniques are used for designing interleavers under a set of specifications. At a second level, a genetic algorithm optimization approach allows improving the interleaver design adjusting the minimum isolation, at both outputs, below À43 dB and the stop bandwidths to specific normalized values of AE0.15 and AE0.3, with zero dispersion at one output. Improvement of the interleaver order and dispersion below AE50 ps/nm at both outputs are also reported.
Introduction
Optical interleavers are filters that separate an incoming spectrum into two complementary set of periodic spectra (odd and even channels) or combine them into a composite spectrum. They play a key role in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) systems, as in gain equalization, dispersion compensation, prefiltering, and channels add/drop applications.
Asymmetric interleavers separate the odd and even channels with different pass bandwidths. In fact, symmetric interleavers are a particular case in which both channel groups have the same pass bandwidths. As an example, asymmetric interleavers allow accommodating the next-generation systems with 40-Gb/s signals in the larger bandwidth and maintaining legacy systems with 10-Gb/s signals in the smaller bandwidth [1] , [2] . This is an effective and low-cost solution to extend the existing legacy network capacity, for systems upgrade and bidirectional network implementations.
Many approaches have been demonstrated to implement interleavers, based on interference effects due to their intrinsic periodic response. Most interleavers are based on Michelson interferometers, Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) or birefringent filter (BF) principles, and they are implemented in bulk optics, all-fiber, or integrated optics technologies [3] , [4] . In these configurations, different phase-dispersion elements, such as ring resonators (RRs), Gires-Tournoise etalons, and resonant cavities, may be used to improve their boxlike characteristic [5] , [6] . But those solutions increase considerably the interleaver's chromatic dispersion (CD) and its sensitivity to manufacturing tolerances. Interleavers can also be implemented by using Fabry-Perot filters [7] , Bragg diffraction gratings, and arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) [4] .
Birefringent interleavers are implemented in bulk optics and use lattice structures to get flat-top designs. These interleavers are highly reliable and easy to manufacture, use passive temperature compensation schemes, and require polarization diversity to avoid polarization-dependent loss (PDL) [8] . Since they operate in transmission, their transfer functions in the Z -domain have only zeros and can be designed to have zero dispersion without compensation. CD is a critical factor in 40-Gb/s systems and beyond. Interleavers with large CD use compensation schemes, based on double-pass designs with opposite CD slops, to cancel the overall CD or use novel configuration mixing MZI and Gires-Tournoise etalons [9] . These additional elements increase the insertion loss and device complexity, but even manufacturing tolerances still cause a small amount of CD [8] . This is the reason for being flat-top birefringent interleavers an attractive choice in high data rate applications [10] .
In general, lattice interleaver designs include methods based on Fourier series, digital filter design, and computational optimization, but most of them do not take into account a simultaneous analysis of both outputs, which is an essential aspect in interleavers design. Fourier-series-based method uses a lattice structure with delay lines multiples of a unit value [4] . This method uses M-simultaneous equations to determine an M-order filter structure to fit an ideal transfer function shape. It requires high-order filters to obtain low side lobes.
Digital filter design method is based on the mathematical equivalence of the finite impulse response (FIR) filters and the lattice interleavers with delay lines of a constant value [1] , [10] , [11] . This method uses a FIR filter with transfer function HðzÞ, to find the structural parameters of the equivalent lattice interleaver in an iterative way. Any FIR filter synthesis method can be used to get HðzÞ; this allows good control over the design parameters. But previous developments of this design method applied to interleaver designs, as those reported in [10] , do not consider the reciprocal output (e.g., even channels); neither CD is considered, limiting the control over fundamental parameters at both interleaver's outputs.
Computational-optimization-based methods use a global optimization algorithm, such as genetic algorithm (GA), to fit a specific transfer function to an ideal response, by finding the best variable values. In the synthesis of interleavers, by only using this method, the parameters at both outputs can be controlled but with low precision and for a fixed interleaver order [12] .
In this paper, a synthesis method of asymmetric flat-top birefringent interleavers is proposed. It conjugates the advantages of digital filter design methods, in the Z -transform domain, and computational optimization. It allows accurate design at both outputs (odd and even channels) in terms of key parameters such as bandwidths, isolation, ripple, CD, and asymmetry. GA allows parameter optimization at both outputs with the required behavior in a simple and effective way. The proposed method allows also designing interleavers with minimum dispersion and order. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to synthesis method of lattice birefringent interleavers in the Z -transform domain for designing an asymmetric interleaver. Section 3 describes the GA optimization process applied to a digital filter design through two optimization examples, one based on dispersion and the other on bandwidths and isolation. Finally, the proposed synthesis process is discussed on Section 4, and conclusions are given on Section 5.
Birefringent Interleaver Filter
A flat-top BF has a lattice structure consisting on a stack of M birefringent plates, with different azimuth angles n , with n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; M, relative to xy -plane, bounded between linear polarizers (LPs). LP at the output is called analyzer and has an azimuth angle Mþ1 . Filter operation is based on the interference of an input light beam with multiple delayed versions of itself [13] , [14] . Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a flat-top BF. In this scheme, phase shifters can be used to alter the polarization of the light beams between consecutive birefringent plates.
Each birefringent plate produces an unitary delay À, which is a function of the input beam with frequency f and speed c, and the birefringent medium of thickness d and birefringence Án. This delay is expressed as:
The contribution of multiplying M birefringent plates is represented by the characteristic matrix Q M , which is expressed as:
where n is the stage number, R is a rotation matrix respect to the xy -plane, and W is the Jones matrix of the birefringent plate. These matrices are given by:
Considering that the analyzer has an azimuth angle, Mþ1 , the output relative to the xy -plane is given by:
where P X is the Jones matrix of a LP parallel to the x -axis, and it is given by:
½Q Mþ1 11 and ½Q Mþ1 21 represent the output polarization components parallel to the x -axis (xpolarized), i.e., Tx , and parallel to the y -axis (y -polarized), i.e., Ty , called also bar and cross outputs, respectively, when the input beam is x -polarized.
For interleaving applications, the bar and cross outputs are separated by using a polarization beam splitter element.
Transfer Function and Z -Transform
By analogy with an ordinary MZI, the two optical axis of the birefringent medium can be regarded as M pairs of delay lines, as part of the interfering arms. And the azimuth angles, in the form of relative azimuth angles nÀ1 ( 0 Fig. 1 ), are analog to M þ 1 coupling constants. Then, Jinguji and Kawachi synthesis method [15] can be used for synthesizing flat-top BFs, as already reported [1] and [10] . In this paper, the relation between BFs and the Z -transform domain is analyzed following a similar procedure to that presented in [16] . It is considered that there are no phase shifters and there is no loss in any of the elements, so that their transfer functions are unitary. The dispersion of the elements is neither considered.
The unitary delay À can be related to the Z -transform domain, with z ¼ expðiÀÞ. Then, from (3), W ðzÞ can be expressed as:
From (2), the characteristic matrix Q M ðzÞ is a 2 Â 2 unitary matrix, which can be expressed as follows:
where superscript Ã denotes the Hermitian conjugation (reverse polynomial). The terms H M ðzÞ and F M ðzÞ are polynomials of degree M, where H M ðzÞ is the bar-transfer function and F M ðzÞ is the cross-transfer function. If the input beam is x -polarized, they can be expressed as:
where coefficients a k and b k are the impulse response of the FIR filters of order M, H M ðzÞ and F M ðzÞ, respectively.
From (7), it is shown that Q M is an unimodular matrix, so their components are related by:
Therefore, knowing one of the two transfer functions in Z , the other is immediately defined.
The following recursive identity is used to relate H M ðzÞ and F M ðzÞ with the structural parameters of the equivalent birefringent interleaver [16] :
where superscript M À 1 indicates that the matrix is the result of multiplying the M À 1 first delay stages, resulting in M À 1 order filters, and subscript M indicates that it is the transfer matrix of the Mth stage. Multiplying both sides of (11) by the inverse of Q M , the following matrix relationship is obtained:
Then, from (12) , H MÀ1 ðzÞ and F MÀ1 ðzÞ can be written as:
Both polynomials are obtained by multiplying M À 1 matrices. Comparison of previous equations to (8) and (9) reveals that the terms outside the summation in (13) and (14) should be zero, so that the value of the Mth relative azimuth angle M is given by:
Knowing M , the previous coefficient groups a , with k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; M À 1, can be obtained, which represent the coefficients of the M À 1 order filters obtained by multiplying the M À 1 previous stages. The whole recursive process is done using the next three equations:
where n is replaced in inverse order n ¼ M; M À 1; . . . ; 1. For each n value, using (16) and (17), the coefficient groups a , with k ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; n À 1, are obtained. Then, (18) is used to get nÀ1 and again starts the recursive process.
Finally, the azimuth angle of the nth birefringent plate is n ¼ P nÀ1 m¼0 m , and the azimuth angle of the analyzer is Mþ1 ¼ P M m¼0 m . For simplicity, from now on, H M ðzÞ and F M ðzÞ will be referred as HðzÞ and F ðzÞ, respectively.
Birefringent Interleaver Design Example
In this section, a simple process to design two reciprocal FIR filters is described, as well as the method to find their equivalent birefringent interleaver.
There are many algorithms and functions to design FIR filters. In this paper, Parks-McClellan optimal equiripple FIR filter design algorithm is implemented by using MATLAB functions [17] . Main parameters considered in the low-pass filter design (see Fig. 2 ) are the normalized lower ð! pass Þ and higher ð! stop Þ cut frequencies, the ripple in the pass band ðRipple H Þ, and the isolation in the stop band ðIso H Þ. Other related parameters are the normalized pass bandwidth BWpass H and stop bandwidth BWstop H .
All previous parameters are defined for HðzÞ. In the same way, the ripple in the pass band of F ðzÞ, the isolation in its stop band, its pass bandwidth, and its stop bandwidth are defined by Ripple F , Iso F , BWpass F , and BWstop F , respectively.
The order, stop bandwidth, ripple, and isolation of only one output can be well designed using previous reported methods [1] , [10] . Specifications of both outputs can be controlled by relating the 
A design example of an asymmetric BF is described below to show the potential of the proposed method. Interleaver specifications are shown in Table 1 , where FSR is the free spectral range; these values were extracted from those reported in [18] .
! pass , ! stop , and Iso F are set to 0.15, 0.30, and À30 dB, respectively, then from (19) , Ripple H is set to 4:34 Â 10 À3 dB, to satisfy the interleaver's requirements of Table 1 . The resulting filter HðzÞ is a seventh-order filter, and its coefficients a k are shown in Table 2 . Now, reciprocal filter F ðzÞ is inferred using (10) . This equation allows getting the 2M zeros of F ðzÞF ðzÞ Ã , which appear as pair of ðb k ; 1=b Ã k Þ, with k ¼ 0; . . . ; M. Using spectral factorization, one of each pair ðb k ; 1=b Ã k Þ must be selected for F ðzÞ or F ðzÞ Ã . We chose the M zeros inside the unit circle to infer F ðzÞ. The resulting normalized coefficients b k are shown in Table 2 .
Knowing HðzÞ and F ðzÞ, (16)- (18) are used to find the relative azimuth angles nÀ1 , which define the azimuth angles n of the seven birefringent plates ðM ¼ 7Þ plus the analyzer. These angles are also shown in Table 2 .
Normalized dispersion is defined as the derivate of the group delay [19] with respect to the normalized frequency, ! n , and it is calculated using the following expression:
where Â is the phase or argument of the filter response. Then, the filter dispersion in absolute units (in s/m) is given by:
where T is the filter period ðT ¼ 1=FSRÞ, and c is the speed of the light. Coefficients of the filter HðzÞ, a k , and F ðzÞ, b k . Relative angles, nÀ1 , and azimuth angles, n , of the equivalent birefringent interleaver Fig. 3 shows the magnitude response and normalized dispersion of HðzÞ and F ðzÞ, and the resulting interleaver with outputs Tx and Ty . In this figure, the equivalence between the magnitude response and the dispersion of the digital filters and the optical interleaver are observed. Table 3 shows the performance of the interleaver shown in Fig. 3 . The resulting 0.5-dB normalized pass bandwidth of Tx and Ty are AE0.4316 and AE0.2715, respectively. In an interleaver with FSR of 100 GHz, those normalized values represent bandwidths of 43.16 GHz and 27.15 GHz. Since HðzÞ is designed to be linear-phase filter, Tx has zero dispersion (CD) in the pass band. This characteristic of Tx is ideal for applications in 40-Gb/s systems. On the other hand, the normalized dispersion of Ty is AE5.05; this is equal to a dispersion, in absolute units, of AE63 ps/nm in an interleaver with FSR ¼ 100 GHz operating at a wavelength of 1550 nm. This value is comparable with the dispersion reported on [18] but can be further improved as it is described in the discussion section. In Table 2 , it is shown that the 25-dB normalized stop bandwidth of Tx and Ty have relative errors of 24.47% and 2.67% from the expected values of AE0.15 and AE0.30, respectively (see also Table 1 ).
In the next section, an optimization process is proposed to reduce the error between the designed interleaver parameters and the expected design parameters, including the dispersion of the output Ty . 
TABLE 3
Analysis results of the asymmetric birefringent interleaver design. M ¼ 7
GA for Interleaver Design Optimization
The synthesis method that is proposed uses digital filter design algorithms for interleavers' optimization, which can be regarded as black-box functions. Therefore, the optimization problems must be solved using a global optimization algorithm [20] .
The GA is a global optimization algorithm that, due to its random nature, improves the possibilities of finding a global solution. GA solves optimization problems by mimicking the principles of biological evolution [20] . GA minimizes an objective function Fobjðx Þ, where x is a vector of variables, considering these variables as chromosomes, x as an individual, and the group of individuals as a population. This approach has been previously used in designing photonic-crystal waveguide interleavers [21] and birefringent interleavers [1] , [12] , but not in combination with a digital signal processing approach.
GA can be used to optimize HðzÞ, adjusting T x and T y to the expected response (see Tables 1  and 2 ). Using GA in combination with FIR filter design algorithms gives simplicity, since the only required variables to define the vector x are the normalized lower ð! pass Þ and higher ð! stop Þ cut frequencies, and the interleaver's isolation Iso, then the vector of variables x is given by:
It is efficient, because the procedure is fast (few seconds) and slightly independent of the interleaver's order. And it is flexible, since it allows adjusting specific parameters.
Next, two optimization examples are shown to illustrate the proposed procedure.
Optimizing Bandwidth and Isolation
It is defined the next objective function for adjusting the bandwidth and isolation of jHð!Þj 2 and jF ð!Þj 2 to the desired values:
All terms of (23) depend on x . The first two terms adjust the bandwidths to the specific values of AE0.15 and AE0.3, and the third term ensures that the isolation of both outputs is equal. Stop bandwidths are measured at À25 dB, then the minimum isolation at the stop band will be always less that À25 dB.
Optimization is performed by setting the searching bounds from x ¼ ½0:05 0:55 25 to x ¼ ½0:45 0:95 60. In this optimization, the error of Fobj 1 ðx Þ is 0.1144%, with the following combination of variables x 1 ¼ ½0:2242 0:0998 43:3646. The minimum value of an objective function depends on the considered parameters; in the case of Fobj 1 ðx Þ, its minimum value is zero. Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the interleaver designed in the previous section with output Tx and Ty and the optimized interleaver of this example with outputs Tx 1 and Ty 1 . This optimization adjusts the isolation of Tx 1 and Ty 1 to À43.28 dB and their stop bandwidths to the expected values of AE0.15 and AE0.30, respectively. This optimization also increases the normalized dispersion of Ty 1 from AE5.05 to AE6.8, which corresponds to AE85 ps/nm in an interleaver with FSR ¼ 100 GHz operating at 1550 nm. The dispersion increment is the cost of improving the filter response, and it is mainly due to the fact that the optimized filter has an order M ¼ 9 that it is higher than the order of the previous filter M ¼ 7. Anyhow, in previous designs [10] , it is reported an isolation of À40 dB for only one output and using an order M ¼ 14, so it has a higher dispersion. Table 4 shows the normalized parameters of the optimized interleaver shown in Fig. 4 , and the respective absolute values for an interleaver with unitary delay À, designed to have a FSR ¼ 100 GHz (50-GHz channel spacing) operating at 1550 nm. In [3] , the design of À to fulfill these conditions with an athermal configuration can be found, showing the manufacturing feasibility of the proposed design.
Optimizing BW Considering Dispersion
The pass bandwidths can be further optimized, without significantly increasing the dispersion, by using the following objective function:
First and second terms of Fobj 2 ðx Þ adjust the bandwidths to the specific values of AE0.15 and AE0.3; the third term minimizes the maximum normalized dispersion of F ðzÞ, i.e., D n maxF , and the last term minimizes the interleaver's order, which also reduces D n maxF . In this objective function, it is not included the isolation because it is not possible to optimize simultaneously all variables in an effective way. Anyway, as stated in previous example, stop bandwidth is measured at À25 dB, then isolation value will always be less that À25 dB. In this function, the weighting coefficient c 1 ¼ 2 is used to give relative importance rank to the interleaver's order M.
TABLE 4
Analysis results of bandwidth and isolation optimization (first optimization). Resulting interleaver's order M ¼ 9 Optimization is performed by setting the same searching bounds than in previous example. The resulting error of F obj2 ðx Þ ¼ 21:52%, with a combination of variables x 2 ¼ ½0:2921 0:1689 28:9235. The order of HðzÞ will be M ! 3, due to the implemented function [17] ; therefore, the theoretical minimum value of F obj2 ðx Þ is 6, and it increases with M. Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the interleaver designed in Section 2.2, with outputs Tx and Ty , and the optimized interleaver of this section with outputs Tx 2 and Ty 2 . This optimization example adjusts the stop bandwidths of HðzÞ and F ðzÞ to the expected values of AE0.15 and AE0.30, respectively, and improves the isolation of Tx below À25 dB over 15% FSR, with a minimum increment of D n maxF , from AE5.05 to AE5.52, maintaining the interleaver's order in M ¼ 7. The isolation of Ty is also improved below À25 dB over 30% FSR. The minimum isolations at the stop bands of HðzÞ and F ðzÞ are not exactly equal, since this parameter is not included in Fobj 2 ðx Þ. Table 5 shows the normalized parameters of the optimized interleaver shown in Fig. 5 . These results show that this optimization example adjusts the pass bandwidths to the desired values and improves the isolation of Ty 2 with slight variations in dispersion, in comparison with the nonoptimized interleaver (see Table 3 ). TABLE 5 Analysis results of bandwidths optimization considering dispersion (second optimization). Resulting interleaver's order M ¼ 7 
Discussion
Although synthesis of flat-top BFs based on digital filter design methods have been previously reported, they have just considered only the design of one of the outputs [10] . But interleavers' performance is based on odd and even channels spatial separation, so both outputs must be considered. As an illustrative example, the direct ðTx 10 Þ and crossed ðTy 10 Þ outputs of the BF designed in [10] are shown in Fig. 6 .
It is shown that Tx 10 output isolation is À43 dB, being a good value for a single output filter. However, Ty 10 output isolation is only À15.5 dB. This isolation value is low for being used as an interleaver. A new optimized design is shown at Fig. 6 , with outputs Tx OPT and Ty OPT , with À42 dB isolation at both outputs, maintaining the pass-band and stop-band characteristics of Tx 10 .
Add-drop filter designs based on infinite impulse response filters [22] are neither applicable to asymmetric interleaver applications, as they are symmetric and have intrinsically higher dispersion. The design method proposed in Section 2 is simple, fast, and effective. This method, relaying on digital filter design algorithms, allows designing the stop bandwidth and isolation of each interleaver outputs independently. This is a fundamental property in birefringent asymmetric interleaver synthesis. Further adjustments of specific parameters can be carried out in a second step by using GAs as described in Section 3.
The results of Figs. 3-5 show that it is possible to design birefringent interleavers with an output with zero dispersion. For getting this, the equivalent FIR filter must have linear-phase response. From (7), H M ðzÞ and H M ðzÞ Ã are equal; therefore, in order to obtain a direct output with linear phase, H M ðzÞ can be an odd or even order filter with symmetric coefficients (type I or II). On the other hand, F M ðzÞ and ÀF M ðzÞ Ã are equal; therefore, in order to obtain a crossed output with linear phase, F M ðzÞ must be an odd order filter with antisymmetric coefficients (type IV). It is a difficult task designing both H M ðzÞ and its reciprocal F M ðzÞ to be exactly linear-phase filters, but the effects of dispersion can be reduce by using low-order filters or by using an optimization process as the one proposed in Section 3.2. Even previous designs with dispersion of AE50 ps/nm were claimed as linear-phase filters [23] . Anyway, in those cases where asymmetric interleaver is used to increase network traffic adding high bit rate channels at 40-Gb/s while keeping legacy 10-Gb/s systems, higher bit rate channels can be located in the null CD penalty output. This solution avoids using complex configurations as those reported in [9] .
The proposed optimization process, based on GA, allows adjusting the interleaver response to desired values, as it is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 (first and second optimization examples, respectively). In the first optimization example, the pass bandwidths and isolation are highly improved, but the interleaver order and dispersion are increased to values below those reported in [10] , for the same isolation. In the second optimization example, the pass bandwidth and isolation are also improved maintaining the interleaver order and slightly increasing its dispersion. The optimizations can be oriented to adjust specific parameters by using the appropriate objective function, as it is shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
With the proposed optimization process, it is also possible to reduce the interleaver's order to M ¼ 4 by removing the constraint that H M ðzÞ has to be a filter with exactly linear-phase response. In this case, the resulting maximum dispersion is AE50 ps/nm (AE4 normalized), at both outputs, and the other parameters are maintained with good performance (isolation of À25 dB over 30% FSR and 13% FSR at Tx and Ty , respectively). The dispersion of the interleaver outputs is defined by the linearity of the FIR filter that represents each output. It increases when increasing the output's box-like [4] characteristics.
Resulting dispersion of all examples are better than those obtained with MZRRI configuration in the order of AE200 ps/nm at 1550 nm without compensation [9] or equivalent to previous linearphase designs in specific configurations [23] .
GA can also be used for tolerance analysis and design optimization based on fabrication tolerances.
Conclusion
A general synthesis method for designing asymmetric flat-top birefringent interleavers has been reported. It uses a combination of digital signal processing approach and computational optimization by GAs. The method allows very good quality approximation of interleaver's specifications such as ripple, bands, and CD at both outputs. One output with linear phase can be achieved where higher bit rate channels can be allocated. A flat-top birefringent interleaver of seventh order with pass bandwidths of 43 GHz and 27 GHz, stop bandwidths of 11 GHz and 30 GHz, isolation of À25 dB over 11% FSR and 30% FSR, and CD of 0 ps/nm and AE63 ps/nm at the outputs Tx and Ty , respectively, has been designed. GA approach allows improving the stop bandwidth of Tx to 15 GHz and the isolation of Tx and Ty to À25 dB over 15% FSR and 30% FSR, respectively, maintaining the order and slightly increasing the CD. The interleaver isolation was also improved to À43 dB over 10% FSR and 22% FSR increasing the dispersion to AE85 ps/nm and the order to M ¼ 9. Designs with dispersion bellow AE50 ps/nm at both outputs have also been reported. The priority between optimization parameters can be selected depending on the application.
